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Division

Public Safety

Semester

Spring 2011

CourseNumber

CRJT1610

DescriptionTool1

Use of a Risk Assessment tool to determine level of supervision for a criminal defendant. I provided scenarios of various defendants, including criminal history, 
substance abuse history, and social characteristics. The students then used the information to determine how they would monitor the defendant.

RationalTool1

Use knowledge obtained in discussion and readings to apply to practical situation.

ImproveTool1

This was a tool that needed to be used later on in the semester, so the students will have enough background information to complete the task.

DescriptionTool2

Preparation of a violation warrant. Provided copies of standard conditions of supervision, then gave a violation behavior. Student wrote petition based on facts of 
situation and violation of specific conditions.

RationalTool2

Give a practical example of one of the duties of a probation officer, emphasize importance of documentation.

ImproveTool2

Try to incorporate more complex situations, with multiple violation behaviors.
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Division

Public Safety

Semester

Spring 2011

CourseNumber

CRJT 1320

DescriptionTool1

Used scenario of juvenile in arrest status to determine whether juvenile should be detained. Took identified risk factors to determine outcome.

RationalTool1

Students indicated a preference for learning styles that involve active and sensory learning styles.

ImproveTool1

I think the scenario I used was pretty straight-forward, so the next time I would probably use examples that required more complex decision making skills.

DescriptionTool2

Assigned various roles to students, including judge, juvenile, parents, prosecutor, court appointed special advocate, and defense attorney. Went through court due 
process proceedings.

RationalTool2

Students indicated a learnng preference for applying knowledge to real life situations.

ImproveTool2

I thought the scenario went well, and the students seemed to enjoy it. Next time I think I would have more portions of the Tennessee Code available, so they could 
look up the information pertaining to any questions.
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